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Front Cover: View from the top of the stack at La Moye looking towards Red Slab, Grey Buttress and
Waterfall Buttress at Le Gouffre and onward to La Corbiere Headland.

DISCLAIMER
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the information within this guide is accurate, the nature
of climbing on sea cliffs can give under-graded, poorly protected routes on loose rock with
approaches/final descents sometimes being complicated and exposed. When interpreting the
information in this guide, you are expected to use your judgement and common sense as an
experienced climber – the topos within this guide are no substitute for reading the route descriptions
etc. The author and any other persons involved in the production of this guide accept no liability or
responsibility whatsoever for any injury or damage caused to climbers, third parties or property by you
relying on the information in this guide.
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INTRODUCTION
The previous guide for traditional climbing in Guernsey is “Rock Climbs in the South West – Jersey
and Guernsey” by Ian Smith and Alan Hill (ISBN: 0-904405-39-7) and was published in 1987. This
guide went out of print many years ago which makes original copies difficult to find and treasured
items amongst the Guernsey climbing community.
Since 1987, new routes have been climbed and new crags developed. There was a brief update to
the original guide in the form of a section in “New Climbs 1988” published by The British
Mountaineering Council. Post this however, despite several efforts; there hasn’t been a conclusive
update to the original guide. Until now...
This guide seeks to collate all the route information available for traditional climbing in Guernsey and
provide an update to the previous guide that includes new routes, new crags and current access
information. Route information in this guide has come from the sources listed below. Maps are
sourced from Google Maps or Apple Maps and have been annotated by the author;
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Rock Climbs in the South West – Guernsey and Jersey.
New Climbs 1988.
Previous Guernsey Mountaineering Club website.
Previous Guernsey Climbing website.
“Guernsey (not so) New Routes” by Martin Crocker.
“Guernsey Routes Log” maintained by Christian
www.ukclimbing.com.

Harvey

and

routes

listed

on

At the end of each route description in this guide is a number. Said number ties in with the sources
listed above and advises the original source from which that route description has been collated.

USEFUL INFORMATION
Probably the most useful bit of information comes from Geoffrey Chaucer – “time and tide wait for no
man”. Bar a few non-tidal crags, the tide dictates where and when you can climb on Guernsey. Daily
information on the tides is available from www.guernseypress.com.
Guernsey has a tidal range of 10 metres. Variations in the height of the tide at its highest are
important as they indicate whether that particular tide is a neap tide or a spring tide.
A high tide height of between 6 and 8 metres gives a neap tide. Whilst there is less water about at
high tide on a neap tide, there will be more water about at low tide as the tide height will only drop to
between 2 and 3 metres.
A high tide height of above 8 metres gives a spring tide. On a spring tide, there will be a lot more
water about at high tide and a lot less water about at low tide as the tide will drop to around 1 metre.
There is approximately 6 hours between high tide and low tide and the important thing to note, is that
the tide comes in and out at different speeds depending on how near you are to high tide or low tide.
To work out where to climb and how much climbing time you will have, the “Rule of Twelfths” can be
used. Start by dividing the high tide height by 12. For a high tide height of 10 metres, an increment of
approximately 80 centimetres is used in the example below;
High Tide

1st Hour

2nd Hour

3rd Hour

4th Hour

5th Hour

6th Hour

Low Tide

10m

9.2m

7.6m

5.2m

2.8m

1.2m

0.4m

0m

Tidal
Change

1/12

2/12

3/12

3/12

2/12

1/12

0.8m

1.6m

2.4m

2.4m

1.6m

0.8m

Tidal
Change

0m

0.4m

1.2m

2.8m

5.2m

7.6m

9.2m

10m

Low Tide

1st Hour

2nd Hour

3rd Hour

4th Hour

5th Hour

6th Hour

High Tide
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As the “Rule of Twelfths” can look a little complicated and quite frankly, you would rather be climbing
(or swimming…), specific tidal access information for the crags is given at the beginning of each crag.
Generally, however tidal crags are best accessed 2 to 3 hours either side of low tide.
Now you know where you are going, please note that the inclusion of a crag in this guide does not
necessarily give a right of access to said crag. Whilst there are not any particular access issues for
the crags, Guernsey is a small place and occasionally, the land around or above the crags is used by
other people. There are two main considerations in this regard; guns and birds.
Starting with guns, the land around Martello Wall and Fort Le Marchant (both on the North Coast) is a
shooting range and the land above the Mont Herault Area (on the South Coast) is a clay pigeon
shooting venue. If people are shooting, choose another place to climb. Information on when shooting
takes place can be found on the following websites;
-

For Martello Wall and Fort Le Marchant – www.gov.gg/article/152063/Facilities
For the Mont Herault Area – www.guernseyclayshooting.com/

Moving to the birds, with the crags on Guernsey being sea cliffs, sea birds do tend to nest on them
during the spring and early summer. The crags that have specific restrictions are Lihou Island (on the
West Coast) and The Pea Stacks at Jerbourg Point (on the South Coast). There will be RSPB
notices up in the area when the restrictions are in place. It is worth looking out for nests on the other
crags as the parents will dive bomb/swoop at you to protect their chicks (who will be doing their
utmost to vomit half-digested fish all over you).
Oh, and Guernsey is a traditional climbing area so ethics wise, no bolting is allowed and you are
going to need to a trad rack.

HISTORY OF TRADITIONAL CLIMBING IN GUERNSEY
The first bit of the history section is shamelessly copied from “Rock Climbs in the South West – Jersey
and Guernsey” by Ian Smith and Alan Hill;
“The earliest recorded ascents date from 1972, when Simon Mawer and Les Littleford began to
explore the large areas of untouched rock on the south coast. Both were teachers from Elizabeth
College, and they enthusiastically set about developing some of the cliffs. Their earliest routes were
on Bicycle Wall, near Herpin Rock, followed by Gull Cliff in L’Angle (which they named Big Swim Wall
to commemorate an epic swim to retrieve a helmet). They also put up the impressive lines of Reality
and Illusion on Mole Wall, and climbed most of the routes at Le Gouffre. By November 1972 they had
discovered the cliffs at Le Bigard, where they soon climbed the obvious Grass Trip, and a necky direct
version. Venturing onto the Central Buttress they put up Central Buttress Climb, Handful of Dust and
Pitch Black.
Traversing west they found the huge pink slab of the Main Cliff, perhaps the most impressive stretch
of rock on the island. The weakness at the right hand end of the slab became the first line to breach
the cliff. A passing yachtsman saw the two climbers and radioed for help: the pair were just coiling
their ropes when the cliff rescue team arrived. 9-9-9 seamed an appropriate name. The compelling
line at the left hand side of the slab repelled several attempts, until in the spring of 1973 it was finally
climbed: Floating Rib, the most technical route on the island at that time.
After their departure from the island, further developments were very limited, or possibly unrecorded.
Steve Dorrity led Thunder and the excellent Lightening, while John Taylor soloed the Blowhole at Le
Bigard.
In autumn 1983 the arrival of three climbers coincided; Brian Rushton, Mike Rhodes and Alan Hill.
Steve Dorrity took Hill to Le Bigard, where they climbed the obvious line of Floating Rib, thinking it
was new, and made the first ascent of Gelerts Groove. Mike Rhodes happened to be walking along
the cliff path, and his trained ear heard the jangle of nuts from far off, and he came to investigate.
They soon teamed up with Rushton, and the rapid development of the cliffs commenced. In
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November 1983 Hill and Rushton put up Shaking Flakes, Guernsey’s first E1, after pulling off some
enormous flakes on the crux. Over Christmas, the Moulin Huet routes were climbed in a warm spell,
and in the New Year the pair climbed the superb Lynx, Clouseau and Cato. Hill and Dorrity made the
first ascent of Crown of Thorns, which became the island’s hardest route.
In March 1984 exploration of the Pleinmont area began, and Gull Zawn was discovered. Chimp was
the first route up its impressive walls, and the work of Allan Gray, who led the route in his best shoes,
partnered by Hill. Rushton and Hill followed this with the excellent lines of Rock of Ages, Breathless
and After the Gold Rush. Over Easter 1984 visiting climber Rory Williams partnered Hill, and they
made several first ascents in La Congrelle, most notably being Quo Vadis? and The Stinker. They
also explored Baie de la Forge, where Williams led the serious Fool’s Paradise.
In May the action shifted to Les Cretes at Mont Herault, a totally untouched area. Rushton, Hill and
Steve Taylor made numerous first ascents, including the classic lines of Fish and Prolapse. During
the summer the main protagonists disappeared to France, and standards jumped on their return in the
autumn. The blank arête of Reptile was the island’s first E2, followed closely by Basilisk, E3, both the
work of Hill and Williams.
February 1985 saw a crop of hard new routes in Gull Zawn. Hill and Brian Aplin climbed Hades,
Fallen Angel, Interstellar Overdrive and Gneiss Gorilla during a spell of warm dry weather. Styx Trip
weighed in at E3 6a, but was only climbed after several falls which cut part-way through the rope.
During the spring so much rock was being discovered that a dozen new routes a day was not
unusual. Many of the cliffs were not visible from the cliff path, and canoe trips were the best method
of exploration. The superb crags at Les Ecrilleurs were spotted from kayaks, and these were quickly
developed by Hill and Steve Aplin. The main cliff repulsed efforts from Paul Torode and Hill, who
resorted to placing a peg before climbing the line of Stratasfear with Simon Roland.
Returning to Gull Zawn, the superb overhanging corner crack of Mad Dog Corner was climbed by Hill.
This brilliant line unfortunately fell down during the big freeze of the following winter. In October Chris
Bonington spent a couple of days on the cliffs. Climbing with Mike Rhodes he made the first ascent of
Melange at Le Gouffre, and filled in a gap at Gull Zawn with Space Invader. Over the winter of 1985
Le Chien Bodu was led across the Crown of Thorns wall, by Hill and Andrew Creber, after a big
pendulum when a hold broke. The untouched cliffs a Icart were also explored, and some forty routes
put up over several weekends. Torode and Hill climbed the overhanging arête on Pleinmont Point
with one fall to give Suspended Sentence, and tried the imposing corner at Herpin Rock, which went
at a surprising E1, and became Excalibur.
During the early summer yet more routes were squeezed into Gull Zawn. The back wall had been
avoided due to a desperately smooth start, but the demise of Mad Dog Corner had not been in vain.
The huge fallen blocks had covered up the bottom section, and starting from these the bold lines of
Valediction and Trail of Deception were climbed by Hill and Mark Elliott. Visiting Lakes climber Dave
Alexander partnered Hill on free ascents of Partners In Crime and Joker’s Arête, which pushed
standards to a new peak. They also climbed the new lines of Baldylocks And The Three Hairs and
Chicken Run, a scary addition to Le Bigard.
Despite the poor summer numerous “in-fillers” were climbed. At Mont Herault John Brehaut and Hill
slotted in A Plague of Lighthouse-keepers, while in L’Angle Stuart Riches and Hill put up the serious
Pagan. Nemesis became the Island’s first 6b, but was unfortunately climbed with many falls and yoyos. Corridors of Power was Hill’s final contribution to the cliff, and was climbed in better style.
The Indian Summer of 1986 saw a spate of new lines – over 100 in a month. Most notable were the
bold lines of Ziggurat on Pleinmont Point, and Micromaniac on the Pea Stacks, by Hill, Pete Gorman
and Matthew Litten. A major new route on Les Ecrilleurs, Hall of Worriers, had been pegged up the
previous autumn. It took a year before Hill and Tim Hodkinson plucked up enough courage to climb it.
Mike Rhodes also made a return to the climbing scene and partnered Hill on the strenuous line of
Lucifer at Les Sommeilleuses.
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Despite intensive development of Guernsey’s cliffs over the last three years, there are still many
unclimbed lines, particularly in the less populated areas. There are several cliffs that are completely
untouched, and the area east of Pointe de la Moye has great potential. Numerous bold eliminates
exist in the popular areas, and hopefully these will be climbed without bolts rearing their ugly heads.”
Moving to the next 30 years of climbing in Guernsey;
Alan Hill continued to develop the cliffs of Guernsey as well as writing “Guernsey Coastal Walks and
Scrambles” (ISBN: 0-902550-44-6) before he left the island in 1990. Visits to Guernsey by Bruce
Woodley in September 1987 and April 1990 gave the island its hardest routes to date; Island Games
(E5 6b) at Le Guet and Los Houligans (E5 6b) on Main Wall at Pleinmont Point with other new hard
lines going up at La Congrelle, Mont Herault and in La Jaonnet Bay at Icart Point.
April 1990 also saw a visit from Pat Littlejohn who put up several new hard routes on Mole Wall at La
Congrelle, in Subsidiary Gully and Main Area at Mont Herault and in La Bette Bay at Icart Point.
In comparison to Alan Hill and company’s ravenous development of Guernsey’s cliffs between 1983
and 1990, development after 1990 slowed to a snail’s pace. Not least because there simply was not
enough unclimbed rock left to sustain so many new routes!
The autumns of 1996 and 1997 and late springs/early summers of 2001 through 2004 brought visits
from Martin Crocker. Martin Crocker teamed up with Christian Harvey, Haydar Koyupinar and Alex
Franklyn to add a further hundred or so E graded routes to Guernsey’s offering.
1996 and 1997 saw new routes going up at La Congrelle on Cave Wall, in Gull Zawn, on Mole Wall
and in the intimidating gully of La Congrelle itself. Guernsey saw its first E6s; The Gneiss Girls (E6
6b) in Gull Zawn, Molotov (E6 6b) on Mole Wall and The Christian (E6 6b) and King Conger (E6 6b) in
La Congrelle.
2001 gave new routes on Main Wall at Pleinmont Point (Los Houligans (E6 6b), a tidy up of the
original climbed by Bruce Woodley), Excalibur Buttress in the Herpin Rock Area, Detritus Zawn at
Mont Herault, Les Ecrilleurs at La Prevote Watch Tower Area, La Corbiere, The Portelet Pinnacles
(Portuguese Man o’War (E6 6b) being one of the hardest routes on the Island), Upper Goat Crag,
Lower Goat Crag and Kid Island at Icart Point.
2002 brought further new routes to Excalibur Buttress, La Congrelle and La Corbiere with an E6 6b;
Corbomight going up on Corbiere Stack. The relatively newly developed area of Pointe de la Moye
also got some attention with a small number of traditional come deep water solo routes being added
to the area’s existing cluster of recommended routes. A new stack just west of La Jaonnet Bay got
some routes with a couple of new routes being done in La Jaonnet Bay itself.
2003 yielded a new area for development at Grandes Rocques. This gave a variety of short hard
routes on some superb rock. La Congrelle along with Waterfall Buttress and Red Slab at Le Gouffre
got a few more routes in 2003 with Les Sommeilleuses getting the best of the bunch. Renior in Chalk,
a three star, 4 pitch E5 went up a Les Sommeilleuses – “a magnificent route; one of the finest and
longest on Guernsey” in the words of Martin Crocker.
Martin Crocker’s last visit in 2004 saw a few more routes on Excalibur Buttress, in Gull Zawn, in
Subsidiary Gully at Mont Herault, on Upper Goat Crag and around the bays at Saints Bay and Moulin
Huet.
Between and after the various visits the island, keen local climbers have also put their mark on the
cliffs of Guernsey. Whilst there are too many names to list here, first ascent information (where it was
available) has been added to each route listed in this guide to traditional climbing in Guernsey.
Happy climbing!
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Above: James Burton on Exiles at Atlantic Wall (Pleinmont Point; Page 17). Photo by Nathan Crabb on
James’ iPhone.

Below: Steve Le Feuvre getting some air below Deltoid Quadrant/Shatner Pants at Sea Level Wall
(Pointe de la Moye, Page 224). Photo by James Burton on Steve’s iPhone.
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TIDAL ACCESS FOR ALL CRAGS
Non-tidal Crag

Climbable at High Tide

Tidal Crag

A
Apprentice Slab is difficult to reach until below half tide.
Dependant on sea state, Arch Rock – Mosaic Wall is accessible two to three hours after high tide.
Routes on Arch Rock – The Slab will remain dry on high neap tides in calm conditions.
Atlantic Wall; depending on the sea state, most routes can be climbed at high tide, however this will
require an abseil and hanging belay for some of the routes.

B
Baie de la Forge; the base of the slab starts to flood from about half tide thereby cutting off access to
and from Baie de la Forge.
Dependant on sea state, Barrel Buttress is tide free.
Bicycle Wall stays dry on some smaller tides dependant on sea state.
Boulder Wall and Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) can be climbed at high tide in calm conditions. The
other three walls (Boulder Wall (Overlap Slab), Boulder Wall (Stacks) and Boulder Wall (Venus
Pool Cove)) can usually be climbed from two or three hours after high tide dependant on sea state.

C
Cannon Rock is non-tidal, but unfortunately is lichenous as a result.
Cave Wall; Slime Climb to Fifth Dimentia are non-tidal dependant on sea state. Barbarian to Metta are
climbable an hour either side of low tide on a big spring tide when it is possible to boulder jump round
to Gull Zawn. Access via the tongue/ridge requires a low spring tide.
Cave Wall West and Cave Wall East need a low tide to access.
So long as the sea state is calm, routes on Central Slab & Buttress are non-tidal.
Chateau D’Albecq; most routes can be achieved on any low tide. Spring tides maybe best to get
access to the lower section of the rock. Chateau D’Albecq does get cut off on high spring tides, however
it is safe to stay on.
Christmas Crag is non-tidal.
Routes on Corbiere Slab can be climbed about two hours after high tide.
Routes on Corbiere Stack are accessible from about half tide onwards.
Crag X is non-tidal.
Access to Cub Wall and the routes on Cub Wall are accessible a couple of hours after high tide.

D

Detritus Zawn; Fool’s Paradise to Rumplestiltskin be accessed at higher states of tide, although will
need to be reached by abseil. The remaining routes need a low tide for access.
Dog & Lion Rocks. Access to the whole area is best on a low spring tide.
Dog Buttress remains dry on high neap tides however some routes may require access by abseil.
Access to Dry Tool Stack and the routes on Dry Tool Stack are accessible three to four hours either
side of low tide.

E
Excalibur Buttress; Thriller to Excalibur are non-tidal. The remainder are flooded for short periods.
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F
Fair Deal for Dwarves is non-tidal.
Fire Wall has both tidal and non-tidal routes. Footless Hero to Lost Soles can be climbed two to three
hours either side of low tide. Christmas Bazaar to Mince Pie can, dependant on sea state, be climbed
at high tide.
Fort Doyle; The cliff floods about 2 hours before high tide.
Fort Hommet; Climbs below the Fort are accessible on a low neap tide with a low spring tide being
needed to climb the stacks.
Fort Le Marchant; The stack north of Fort Le Marchant is only accessible on a low spring tide. The
other routes are dry on most tides.
Fort Pembroke; The area floods near high water with the steep slab flooding last.

G
Gaul Wall; Routes on the small stack; Unknown Name to Good Days usually dry out 3-4 hours after
high tide. Ikhnaton to Hoodlum dry out 2-3 hours after high tide with routes on the end of Gaul Wall
(The Nose onwards) sometimes remaining tide free dependant on sea state.
Golden Guernsey is non-tidal.
Grandes Rocques; The first two routes will flood an hour or two before high tide. The other routes
remain relatively non-tidal depending on the sea state.
Grey Buttress is unaffected by the tide however can be affected by spray if the sea state is rough.
The upper tier of Gull Cliff is non-tidal. Most of the routes on the lower tier can be reached by abseil
at high tide dependant on sea state. Access via the tongue/ridge requires a low spring tide.
Gull Stack is accessible from about half tide. Care should be taken not to get cut off by the tide.
Gull Zawn is tidal, but Chokestone Chimney to Interstellar Overdrive routes are usually dry at high tide.
At high tide on neap tides, most routes can be reached by jumping across the large boulders in the
bottom of Gull Zawn. The ledge below Breathless/Rock of Ages can be reached by abseil if Gull Zawn
is flooded.
The routes on Gully Wall are accessible from half tide onwards. The scramble into Gully Wall is
accessible for two/three hours either side of low tide.

H

Hanois Cliff; Ember Crack to Slimmer’s Chimney are non-tidal. The remainder are flooded for short
periods.
Hidden Zawn; Routes can usually be climbed at high tide however the access is tidal and a low tide is
required to access the access.
The Hollows’ Crag is non-tidal.

I

Icart Chateau – Lower Goat Crag floods towards high tide.
All routes at Icart Chateau – Upper Goat Crag are non-tidal bar Morpheus to Orpheus which require
a low tide to access given that they sit below the main part of Upper Goat Crag.
Innominate Point; Unknown Name through to The Puritan and the routes on the small stack are,
dependant on sea state, accessible from half tide onwards. The remaining routes in the gullies
(Crocodile Rock to Swet) are accessible on high neap tides dependant on sea state.

K
Kid Island is only accessible on a low spring tide. Care should be taken not to get cut off.
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L
La Bette Bay; All routes flood and are best approached from about two hours after high tide. Note that
the access route does not fully dry out until the tide is approximately half way down.
La Congrelle only completely dries out on a low spring tide. Better Starve Free through to China Wall
are free from about half tide although some routes will require an abseil and a hanging belay. The
ledge/platform from which the routes Better Starve Free through to Think Before You Stink start from
floods at about half tide dependant on sea state.
La Jaonnet Bay; Routes between Chocks Away and Into the Groove are usually dry (sea state
dependant) apart from high spring tides. The remaining routes are best accessed about two hours after
high tide.
La Moye can be reached at any state of tide, but the routes are climbable from about half tide.
Le Bigard Stack itself is accessible at low tide, and care should be taken not to get cut off – setting up
a pre-emptive Tyrolean Traverse maybe in order. As for the routes themselves; all the routes can be
climbed at high tide on neap tides. The east facing wall floods first, before half tide. If the east face is
awash, scramble over the landward side of the stack, then down its west side.
Le Guet is non-tidal.
Le Harve de Bon Port; Access to the whole area is best on a low spring tide.
The routes at Les Harves des Moies are accessible from about half tide onwards. The scramble in
from The Pea Stacks needs a low spring tide.
Le Harve l’Elin d’Colin; Routes on West Stack and Floating Wall are accessible (via abseil) from
about half tide onwards. Routes on Floating Slab are accessible (via abseil) on a low spring tide; the
upper section is accessible for two to three hours either side of low tide and the lower section is only
accessible for an hour either side of low tide. East Stack is accessible from half tide onwards
dependant on sea state.
Le Long Avaleur; Routes can be climbed from about half tide onwards.
Le Souffleur; Tramontana to Fritters require a low spring tide to access. Stitch that Jimmy, Glasgow
Kiss, Heavy Weather and Make or Break remain tide free on dependant on sea state with the remaining
routes being accessible from half tide onwards dependant on sea state.
Les Ecrilleurs does not flood, but at high tide it must be reached by abseil. Routes on Les Ecrilleurs
(Small Cliff) are tidal and can usually be climbed from two or three hours after high tide dependant on
sea state.
Les Grandes Cotils; The first three routes are non-tidal with the lower section needing a big low tide
to be climbed.
Les Herbeuses is non-tidal.
Liberator Gully; Prussian Blues is non-tidal, the remainder are flooded for short periods.
Lihou Island. The Guernsey Press lists recommended access times for the Lihou Island causeway.
Access to Little Stack is accessible a couple of hours after high tide. The routes on Little Stack need
an extra hour or so after high tide to be accessible.
Access to Little Wall and the routes on Little Wall are accessible a couple of hours after high tide.
Access to Loose Stack and the routes on Loose Stack are accessible a couple of hours after high tide.
Lower Tier is non-tidal.

M

Main Area; Mirage to Living on a Knife-edge and Joker’s Arête to Lurch can be climbed at high tide
dependant on sea state. The remaining routes are accessible a few hours after high tide.
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Main Cliff. The routes on the promontories west of Saints Bay Harbour need a low spring tide to
access.
Routes on the east face of Main Wall can be climbed on most high tides, a low tide is needed to access
the other routes.
Martello Wall; The wall floods about 2 hours before high water.
Middle Cliff. The routes on the promontories west of Saints Bay Harbour need a low spring tide to
access.
Mole Wall; A low spring tide is needed to access Chateau du Sable to Bird’s Nest Soup. Illusion to
Harry Monk are accessible on low neap tides with Failing to Exist to Loose Living remaining tide free
dependant on sea state.
Movie Wall is mostly non-tidal dependant on sea state.

O
Ocean Wall needs a low tide to access.
Orange Wall is not accessible until the sea is clear of the point below the prominent tree.

P
Petit Bot Battery; Routes are only accessible a few hours after low tide dependant on sea state.
Access to Pharaoh Stack and the routes on Pharaoh Stack are accessible a couple of hours after high
tide.
Access to Pharaoh Wall and the routes on Pharaoh Wall are accessible a couple of hours after high
tide.
Philosopher’s Stone Stack; Routes are dry for an hour or so either side of low tide, two maybe three
hours on a big spring tide. It is also possible to Deep Water Solo some of the routes, this of course
being dependant onf sea state and depth of water.
Port Soif; The first five routes flood about two hours before high tide and are on the north side of the
crag. The last three are usually accessible at any tide level dependent on sea state.

R
Rainbow Wall does not flood, but at high tide it must be reached by abseil as the scramble in from
Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) will be impassable.
Red Crag; Hunkey Dorey to Human Race are climbable at high tide dependant on sea state. The
remaining routes are climbable a few hours after high tide.
Red Slab is best tackled on a low spring tide.

S
Sea Level Wall needs a low spring tide to access all the routes, so it works well for an afternoon climb
when it will also be in the sun. For deep water soloing you will want a bit more water...
The routes at Sea Plane Wall need a low tide to access.
Sea Wall is only dry near low tide.
Slippery Slab is accessible for two/three hours either side of low tide.
Small Cliff. The routes on the promontories west of Saints Bay Harbour need a low spring tide to
access.
Several Small Wall routes are dry at high water.
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Subsidiary Gully; Unknown Name to Splashzone are on the lower tier of Subsidiary Gully and are
accessible a few hours either side of low tide. Routes on the upper tier of Subsidiary Gully; Singe d’Or
to Faced with Curious Islanders are non-tidal dependant on sea state with the remaining routes; Bastille
to Twilight Zone being on the back wall of Subsidiary Gully and generally climbable a few hours after
high tide dependant on the sea state.
Depending on the sea state, Sugar Slab will remain relatively non-tidal.
Sunset Bay routes can be climbed about two hours after high tide.
Routes across all three walls at Sunset Slab are best climbed around low tide. Sunset Slab routes can
be accessed on low neap tides. The routes on Sunset Slab (Stack) and Sunset Slab (Knife Edge
Stack) preferably needing a low spring tide.

T
Telephone Buttress is non-tidal
Texaco Wall needs a lowish tide to be able to scramble around from Sea Level Wall.
So long as the sea state is calm, routes on The Main Cliff are non-tidal.
The Mighty Hogue is non-tidal.
It is possible to access the routes at The Pea Stacks for two or three hours either side of low tide on a
neap tide however a low spring tide is preferable. Accessing the routes at The Pea Stacks on a low
neap tide may necessitate abseil access. Care should be taken to ensure a solid anchor when
abseiling.
The Portelet Pinnacles; Routes are only accessible on a low spring tide. Care should be taken to
avoid being cut off.
The Rabbit’s Ears; The routes on the east side of Saints Bay are accessible from half tide onwards.
A low tide is needed to access The Sphinx.
The Stack & Caves; The Stack is a bit more exposed to any swell so is probably best from half-tide
down, as are the routes around the caves on the east side.
Access to Tiger Wall and the routes on Tiger Wall are accessible a couple of hours after high tide.
Tower Buttress can be climbed two hours after high tide.

U
Upper Tier is non-tidal.

W
Waterfall Buttress is unaffected by the tide however can be affected by spray if the sea state is rough.
The two deep water solo routes are tidal...
The routes at West Face can be climbed a few hours either side of low tide with access via the
tongue/ridge requiring a low spring tide.
Routes on West Slab / Lower Buttress can be climbed at high tide dependant on sea state. If climbing
at high tide, an abseil approach is needed. Excluding an abseil approach, access is approximately
three hours either side of low tide.
West Wall is non-tidal.
White Wall; The routes on the east side of Saints Bay are accessible from half tide onwards.

Back Cover: Pointe de la Moye (top), La Corbiere to Le Bigard (middle) and Kid Island (bottom)
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